3-Days of  Seminars with OneMind
Dogs Coaches Minna Martimo &
Rachel Sanders
October 3-5, 2017 at Fun Fur Paws (Mt.
Vernon, WA)
Click the Coach’s name above to read more
about them!

Tuesday October 3rd: 9AM - 5PM, Lunch 12:30 - 1:30PM
Coursework for Youngsters with
Coach Minna! This seminar is

appropriate for teams that have
completed a OneMind Dogs
Foundation Seminar or Class and are
starting to put longer sequences
together to continue to balance the
dog’s obstacle and handler focus! Only
jumps & tunnels will be used. Some
basic technique training may be taught.

OneMind Dogs Foundation Training with Coach Rachel! This seminar is

appropriate for teams new to agility/agility handling that have not previously
completed a foundation seminar or class, or are looking to strengthen their
foundation skills and create a better balance of obstacle focus and handler focus.

Wednesday October 4th: 9AM - 5PM, Lunch 12:30 - 1:30PM
Finding the Right Technique with Coach Minna! T his seminar is appropriate

for teams that are quite comfortable with basic handling techniques, but aren’t quite
sure when and where to use them all! It is encouraged that participants have
completed a Techniques 1 seminar or classes of Techniques 1 with Megan or Mike.
The teams should be able to execute: Lateral Push, Front Cross, Rear Cross, Blind
Cross, Whiskey Cross, False Turn, Reverse Spin, and Backside Send

Super Technique Training for Handling in Front of the Dog with Coach
Rachel! Rachel will teach common techniques needed for handling in front of your

dog and then put you to the ultimate test in using those techniques on challenging
sequences and longer coursework. Dogs should be competition ready and handlers
should have a basic understanding of: Front Cross, Forced Front Cross, Jaakko Turn,
Reverse Wrap, and Japanese.

Thursday, October 5th: 9AM - 5PM, Lunch 12:30 - 1:30PM
Finding the Right Technique with Coach Minna! T his seminar is appropriate

for teams that are quite comfortable with all handling techniques, but aren’t quite sure
when and where to use them all! It is encouraged that students have completed a
Techniques 1 & 2 Seminar or taken classes with Megan & Mike and feel comfortable
with most of the OneMind Dog handling techniques.

Super Technique Training for Handling from
Behind the Dog with Coach Rachel! Rachel will

teach common techniques needed for handling from
behind your dog and then put you to the ultimate test in
using those techniques on challenging sequences and
longer coursework. Dogs should be competition ready
and handlers should have a basic understanding of:
Rear Cross, Whiskey Cross, Lap Turn, Double Lap Turn,
and Tandem Turn.
Cost and other Details:
Working spots (limited to 10 per day per instructor)
$220.00/day
Auditing Spots (unlimited) $85/day and you can audit
either instructor at anytime.
Registration will open September 3rd. Registration holds your spot for 5 days.
Payment confirms your spot. On day 6, if you have not paid, your spot will go to the
next person on the list. There will be no refunds unless your spot can be filled. If you
must pull from an audit spot, a 50% credit will be added to your account for a future
Synergy Dog Sports event! Registration will close on September 30th.
If you have questions about which workshop you should take, please e-mail me at:
megan@synergydogsports.com

